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Special Price $15,500
Retail Price $17,000

Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  3KPA24AD5ME364502  

Make:  Kia  

Stock:  16269  

Model/Trim:  Rio S  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  GRAY  

Engine:  1.6L I4 120hp 112ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  48,560  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 33 / Highway 41

Introducing the 2021 Kia Rio S, a stunning blend of style, efficiency, and
modern technology that is ready to elevate your driving experience. This
compact sedan, cloaked in an elegant gray exterior, exudes a
sophisticated charm that commands attention on every road. Paired
with a sleek black cloth interior, the Rio S offers a refined and
comfortable cabin that welcomes you with open arms every time you
step inside.

Under the hood, the 2021 Kia Rio S houses a spirited 1.6L I4 engine,
delivering a robust 120 horsepower and 112 ft. lbs. of torque. This
powertrain is perfectly matched with a smooth Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT), ensuring you enjoy a seamless and efficient ride.
Whether you’re navigating city streets or cruising down the highway, the
Rio S offers a dynamic driving experience that is both responsive and
fuel-efficient.

One of the standout features of the Kia Rio S is its exceptional fuel
economy, making it an ideal choice for those who value both
performance and savings. With the rising costs of fuel, the Rio S
ensures you get the most out of every gallon, allowing you to travel
further without compromising on power or comfort.

Step inside the 2021 Kia Rio S, and you’ll be greeted by a meticulously
designed interior that prioritizes your comfort and convenience. The
black cloth seats are not only stylish but also provide excellent support
for long drives. The intuitive layout of the dashboard and controls
ensures that everything you need is within easy reach, making your
driving experience more enjoyable and less distracting.

The Rio S is equipped with a host of modern features that cater to your
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The Rio S is equipped with a host of modern features that cater to your
every need. The advanced infotainment system includes a user-friendly
touchscreen interface, allowing you to easily access your favorite
music, navigation, and smartphone integration features. Stay connected
and entertained with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, ensuring you can
seamlessly integrate your devices and enjoy hands-free calling,
messaging, and more.

Safety is a top priority in the 2021 Kia Rio S, with a comprehensive
suite of features designed to keep you and your passengers protected.
From advanced airbag systems to stability control and anti-lock brakes,
the Rio S is engineered to provide peace of mind on every journey. The
rearview camera adds an extra layer of confidence when reversing,
making parking and maneuvering in tight spaces a breeze.

The exterior design of the Rio S is both modern and timeless, with sleek
lines and a bold front grille that give it a distinctive and confident
presence on the road. The gray paint finish not only looks sophisticated
but also helps to conceal dirt and scratches, keeping your Rio S looking
pristine for longer.

In summary, the 2021 Kia Rio S is a compact sedan that punches well
above its weight, offering a perfect blend of style, performance, and
technology. Its efficient and powerful 1.6L engine, coupled with a
smooth CVT, ensures you enjoy every drive while saving on fuel costs.
The comfortable and feature-rich interior, combined with advanced
safety features, makes the Rio S a smart and stylish choice for any
driver.

Don’t miss out on the opportunity to own this exceptional vehicle. Visit
our dealership today and experience the 2021 Kia Rio S for yourself.
Drive away in confidence, knowing you’ve made a choice that balances
practicality, performance, and elegance.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/02/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning  - Rear vents: second row - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Side mirrors: heated  

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: steel 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Solar-tinted glass: front - Window defogger: rear

Snapshot

2021 KIA RIO S

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

2 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Rental
vehicle

Last owned in Georgia

48,560 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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